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Quick Guide Bluetooth Music Receiver WM-BTMIC19
Compatible with the following models:




Ford: Focus, Fiesta, Galaxy, Mondeo, Tourneo, Transit
Only with radio 5000C, 6000AUX u. 6000CDC
Not in connection with 6000CD RDS – EON or radios with CDDJ button!

Connect the adapter:
1. For safety reasons and to avoid short circuits, disconnect the vehicle battery when carrying out
any work on the vehicle electrical system.
2. Remove the radio.
3. Now plug the plug of the Bluetooth adapter WM-BTMIC19 into the slot on the back of the radio.
If there should already be a plug, it must be removed so that the original AUX socket is
disconnected.

4. Now connect the black ground cable of the WM-BTMIC19 either to the radio housing or to the
ground line leading to the radio. Without a good ground connection the function of the adapter is
not given.
5. You must connect the red cable in your vehicle to the switched positive (terminal 15, ignition
positive).
6. Position the microphone near the driver in the vehicle (steering wheel fairing, dashboard, etc.).
The cable is then routed to the Bluetooth adapter and connected to the microphone input.
Avoid placing the microphone in the immediate vicinity of or on airbags.
7. Establish a Bluetooth connection by enabling Bluetooth pairing and searching for the Bluetooth
device ``WM´´ . You should then set the volume on the connected device to full volume.
8. Before you reinstall the radio, test the function of the adapter. Turn on the AUX function with the
CD changer button.
9. Optionally, a push button can be connected to the two open cables to accept and terminate
calls (a commercially available push button can be used for this purpose). Without a push
button, the call is accepted and ended via the connected telephone.
Anything unclear? You reach us MO-FR, from 8-17 o'clock under
49 2591 50750-13 or by e-mail: service@watermark-germany.de

